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Par 64 Classic 

The PAR 64 CLASSIC is a spotlight specially designed for rental companies, 

with long body, square filter frame and polish or black finish. The projector is 

fitted with a GX16 lamp PVC cable, front protection grill with dense grid 

mesh. The top quality ceramic bulb socket features chromed contacts for 

higher contact. The leads are screwed on and are kept under pressure by 

helicoidal springs. 99/5 aluminium is used for the PAR 64 body. 

Complies with EN60598-1 e EN 60598-2-17 international safety standards. 

  

  

 

Par 56 Classic 

The PAR 56 CLASSIC is a spotlight with long body, square filter frame and 

polish or black finish. The projector is fitted with a GX16 lamp PVC cable, 

front protection grill with dense grid mesh. The top quality ceramic bulb 

socket features chromed contacts for higher contact. The leads are screwed 

on and are kept under pressure by helicoidal springs. 99/5 aluminium is used 

for the PAR 64 body. The PAR 56 CLASSIC LUX is fitted with an internal 

safety cable between rear and front. 

Complies with EN60598-1 e EN 60598-2-17 international safety standards. 

  

  

 

Par 56 Classic Shorty 

The PAR 56 CLASSIC is a spotlight with a short body, front fitting lamp, 

square filter frame and a polished or black finish. The projector is fitted with a 

GX16 lamp PVC cable, front protection grill with dense grid mesh. The top 

quality ceramic bulb socket features chromed contacts for higher 

contact.  The leads are screwed on and are kept under pressure by helicoidal 

springs. 99/5 aluminium is used for the PAR 64 body. The PAR 56 CLASSIC 

LUX is fitted with an internal safety cable between rear and front. 

Complies with EN60598-1 e EN 60598-2-17 international safety standards. 

  

  

 

Par 30 Classic 

The PAR 30 CLASSIC LUX is a projector for PAR 30 lamps, with a classic 

shape available in a polished or black finish. 

The projector is fitted with an E27 lamp socket with PVC cable.  Made with 

99/5 aluminium with a 20/10 thickness offering greater strength. 

  

  

 

Par 16 Classic 

The PAR 30 CLASSIC LUX is a projector for PAR 30 lamps, with a classic 

shape available in a polished or black finish. 

The projector is fitted with a GX 5.3 lamp socket with PVC cable.  Made with 

99/5 aluminium with a 20/10 thickness offering greater strength. 

  

  

 

Par 46 Classic Metal Halide 

The PAR 46 CLASSIC is a projector for CDM lamps, with a classic shape 

available in a polished or black finish. Available with 53w, 70w and 100w 

lamp. Ideal in retail and display applications. 

The projector is fitted with an internal transformer and PVC cable.  Made with 

99/5 aluminium with a 20/10 thickness offering greater strength. 

Complies with EN60598-1 e EN 60598-2-17 international safety standards. 

  

  

 


